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Vibrational polarization beats in femtosecond coherent anti-Stokes Raman
spectroscopy: A signature of dissociative pump–dump–pump wave
packet dynamics

J. Faeder,a) Iddo Pinkas, G. Knopp, Yehiam Prior, and D. J. Tannorb)

Department of Chemical Physics, Weizmann Insitute of Science, 76100 Rehovot, Israel

~Received 30 May 2001; accepted 27 August 2001!

Knoppet al. @J. Raman Spectrosc.31, 51 ~2000!# have recently used resonant femtosecond coherent
anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy~CARS! to prepare and probe highly excited vibrational wave
packets on the ground electronic potential surface of molecular iodine. The experiment uses a
sequence of three resonant femtosecond pulses with two independently variable time delays. The
first two pulses act as a pump and dump sequence to create a predefined, highly excited wave packet
on the ground electronic state, whose amplitude is optimized by selecting the proper pump–dump
~Raman! frequency difference and varying the time delay. The third pulse promotes the pump–dump
wave packet to an excited electronic state, resulting in subsequent coherent emission of light at the
anti-Stokes frequency. This fully-resonant CARS signal, measured as a function of time delay
between the second and third pulses, oscillates at a frequency characteristic of the pump–dump
wave packet. Due to anharmonicity, this frequency is a sensitive measure of the amount of
vibrational excitation. Knoppet al. observed that under certain conditions the signal exhibits
pronounced beating between the pump–dump wave packet frequency and the frequency
characteristic of the bottom of the ground state well. In this paper we show that these beats arise
only when the final pump–dump–pump wave packet is above the excited state dissociation
threshold of the molecule. We derive analytical expressions showing that under these conditions,
where the polarization is short-lived, there may be strong interferences between the contributions
from molecules originally in different vibrational states of the thermal ensemble. In contrast, the
CARS polarization in the below threshold case is long-lived, and these interferences cancel.
Numerical evaluation of the CARS signal through vibrational wave packet propagation confirms the
predictions of the analytical theory and reproduces the distinctive beating pattern observed in the
experiments. Additional experiments and simulations demonstrate that these interferences can be
turned on or off by carefully selecting the pulse frequencies. The experiments can also be viewed
from a different perspective, as an extension of the pump–dump mechanism for selective bond
breaking on the ground electronic state, to a pump–dump–pump sequence for selective bond
breaking on the excited electronic state. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A series of recent experiments have successfully p
duced and probed highly vibrationally excited wave pack
on the ground electronic state of diatomic molecules.1–6 This
ability to selectively pump large amounts of energy into
specific molecular motion represents an important first s
towards control of chemical reaction dynamics. Vibration
excitation was produced by a sequence of two femtosec
pulses; a ‘‘pump’’ pulse creating a wave packet on an exc
electronic state, followed by a ‘‘dump’’ pulse of longe
wavelength that drops the wave packet back to the gro
electronic state at higher vibrational energy than the ini
state. These experiments realize a scheme first propose
the control of ground state reaction dynamics more than
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years ago.7–9 The key step in the process is the introducti
of a variable delay time between the pump and dump pul
which allows the excited wave packet to reach regions of
excited state potential with favorable transition probabilit
back to excited regions of the ground state potential.

In principle, many other parameters, such as the frequ
cies, bandwidths, and phases of the pulses can be use
further manipulate ground state wave packets.7,10–15For ex-
ample, Shenet al. have recently shown that nearly comple
population transfer is possible using shaped pump and d
pulses.15 Nevertheless, an impressive degree of control
ground state wave packet preparation has already b
achieved experimentally using only the time delay as
control parameter. Brownet al.16 showed that selective exci
tation of a ground state wave packet could be achieved e
with degenerate wavelength pump and dump pulses by v
ing only the time delay. Pauschet al. have produced highly
excited ground state vibrational wave packets in a molec
beam of K2 using the pump–dump scheme and probed th
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via multiphoton ionization.1,2 Neumark and co-workers hav
used pump–dump to create and detect ground state w
packets as high as 98% of the dissociation threshold in
phase I2

2 using femtosecond photoelectron spectroscop3,4

Finally, Knopp, Pinkas, and Prior have generated and
tected ground state wave packets in I2 having up to half of
the ground state dissociation energy, using two-dimensio
time delay coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectrosc
@~TD!2CARS#.5,6

Whereas the above mentioned schemes use femtose
pulses and generate the desired wave packet within a s
vibrational period, there are also well-established techniq
for the generation of highly excited vibrational states on ti
scales much longer than a vibrational period. Stimula
emission pumping~SEP!,17 which has been extensivel
used,18,19 is the continuous wave version of the pump–dum
scheme described above. The best that can be achieved
this technique, however, is total saturation of the populat
in all states involved. The more elaborate approach of stim
lated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP!,20 based on adia-
batic following, can transfer population efficiently betwe
ground states without populating the intermediate exc
state.

The ~TD!2CARS scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.
‘‘pump’’ pulse first creates a wave packet in an excited el
tronic state, and then a ‘‘dump’’ pulse of longer waveleng
returns this wave packet to the ground electronic state.
wave packet created by the pump–dump sequence is
mized by timing the dump pulse to occur when the exci

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of femtosecond CARS with two time dela
~a! Laser pulses.~b! Incoming and outgoing laser beams. Incoming bea
are labeled by their incident wave vectors, and the outgoing signal is em
in the phase-matching directionk12k21k3 . ~c! Wave packet creation and
evolution.
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state wave packet enters the Franck–Condon region fa
able for the dump transition,5 as illustrated in Fig. 1~c!. The
third pulse re-excites this pump–dump wave packet, res
ing in subsequent coherent emission of light in the pha
matched direction,k12k21k3 @see Fig. 1~b!#,21,22 centered
around the anti-Stokes frequency,vAS5v12v21v3 . The
CARS signal is measured as a function of the time de
between the dump and probe pulses (t325t32t2), for a
fixed time delay between the pump and dump (t21), provid-
ing a map of the ground state wave packet dynamics
principle there are eight dynamical pathways that may c
tribute to the resonant four-wave mixing signal in the CAR
direction;23–26however, as we describe in more detail in Se
II B, the large detuning of the dump pulse effectively elim
nates all but the pump–dump–probe sequence illustrate
Fig. 1.

Although time-resolved CARS has been widely used
condensed phases to measure vibrational dephasing
relaxation,27–38 it has been applied to the gas phase o
relatively recently.5,6,39–46Hayden and Chandler39 performed
femtosecond CARS experiments on gas phase benzene
1,3,5-hexatriene and observed a decay of the signal o
1–10 ps time scale. They attributed this decay to vibrati
rotation interaction in the case of benzene and decay of
tial orientation in the case of hexatriene. Rubneret al.43 have
performed femtosecond CARS on gas phase benzene,
ene, and benzene/toluene mixtures and observed interfer
between the contributions from different molecules, an eff
that had been observed much earlier in liquids.30,31 In these
experiments neither the pump nor the probe is resonant
an excited electronic state, and thus the CARS polariza
exists only during the probe pulse. As we show in this pap
the lifetime of the induced polarization determines wheth
intermolecular interferences are observed.

Closely related to the present work are the experime
of Schmitt et al.,40–42,44 who used femtosecond CARS t
monitor the evolution of wave packets in the ground state
I2. Apkarian and co-workers38,45,46have also used femtosec
ond CARS to monitor ground state dynamics of I2 both in
gas phase and rare gas matrices, and have used optical g
to time resolve the CARS polarization. In these experime
each of the pulse interactions is fully resonant between
groundX and excitedB states of I2. Meyer et al.47–50 used
perturbative wave packet calculations51 and very recently
nonperturbative calculations52,53 to calculate the time-
dependent CARS signal, obtaining good agreement with
experiments. There are two main differences between
fully resonant measurements on I2 and the gas phase CAR
transients from hydrocarbons involving nonresonant probi
First, the 200 cm21 ground state vibrational frequency of I2 is
observed directly in the transients, because the pulse b
widths are broad enough to excite several vibrational sta
simultaneously, producing a wave packet. Second, the CA
signal persists for probe delay times of tens to hundreds
picoseconds even though there is a broad distribution of
tially populated vibrational and rotational states.

The ~TD!2CARS scheme of Knoppet al.5,6 differs from
the previous time domain experiments by the introduction
a time delay between the pump and dump pulses, whic
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FIG. 2. ~TD!2CARS experiments with
increasing levels of vibrational excita
tion. The pump/dump/probe frequen
cies and pump–dump~Raman! fre-
quency differences are~a! 585/637/
585 nm, v1251400 cm21; ~b! 585/
730/585 nm, v1253400 cm21; ~c!
585/800/585 nm,v1254600 cm21.
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The
used to optimize the signal from the ground state wa
packet. A series5 of ~TD!2CARS transients, for increasin
levels of vibrational excitation, is shown in Fig. 2. The Fo
rier transforms, shown as insets, each display a peak i
cated by arrows, at the characteristic frequency of the pum
dump wave packet. The figure also indicates the aver
vibrational quantum number in each case. As the vibratio
excitation increases, the peak shifts to lower frequency
to anharmonicity in theX state potential well. In addition
the transients in~b! and ~c! display strong low frequency
beats, which show up at the frequencies marked by the
terisks, and decay to zero on a time scale of 5–10 ps. Th
features were previously noted and their frequencies prop
assigned, but their origin was not understood.

In this paper we develop a theoretical description of
~TD!2CARS transients based on both an analytical treatm
as well as detailed numerical simulations using wave pa
ets. We find that the beating is a manifestation of interfere
between the polarizations produced in separate molec
starting from different initial vibrational states; hence the d
scription ‘‘vibrational polarization beats.’’ This term is mea
to distinguish this effect fromquantum beatsthat occur due
to coherent evolution of the quantum wave function of
single molecule. We show that the appearance of polariza
beats in the I2 experiments correlates with the final prob
excitation creating a wave packet above the dissocia
threshold of the molecule, resulting in a very short polari
tion lifetime. In contrast, in the below threshold case, t
polarization is long-lived, and the contributions from diffe
ent initial vibrational states cancel.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Sec. II we present a brief review of the formalism of tim
dependent four-wave mixing applied to CARS and then
rive an analytical expression for the~TD!2CARS signal in
the eigenstate basis. We evaluate this expression in the
limiting cases that the final excited wave packet is eit
above or below the excited state dissociation threshold, fi
ing interference terms in the above threshold case that
count for the experimentally observed beating frequenc
Section III describes numerical evaluation of t
~TD!2CARS signal using perturbative wave packet propa
tion, and Sec. IV presents comparisons between the resu
simulations and experiments. The numerical simulations
not include the rotational degrees of freedom; the effec
rotational motion will be the subject of a future investigatio
Downloaded 20 Dec 2001 to 128.165.156.80. Redistribution subject to A
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The simulation results verify the qualitative picture of vibr
tional polarization beats derived analytically, and show t
vibrational effects account for most of the features in t
experimental signals. Finally, Sec. V presents concluding
marks.

II. THEORY

In this section we derive an expression for the reson
~TD!2CARS signal using a wave function description a
time-dependent perturbation theory. Time domain CARS
been described theoretically in condensed phases using
phenomenological27,29,30,35,54and full quantum mechanica
descriptions with density matrices.24,55–57A wave function
description has also been given58 and applied recently to
resonant time domain CARS on I2 in the gas phase.38,45–50A
complementary density matrix description has also rece
been developed by Dantus and co-workers59–61 to describe
three-pulse degenerate four-wave mixing~DFWM! experi-
ments on iodine vapor. Many excellent reviews of the the
of nonlinear optical spectroscopy are available in t
literature.23,24,62–64 We adopt a wave function descriptio
here because the CARS technique lends itself to simple
terpretation in terms of the wave packets shown in Fig. 1~c!.
We start our theoretical description of the~TD!2CARS with
some basic definitions in Sec. II A. In Sec. II B we presen
diagrammatic representation of resonant four-wave mix
using double-sided Feynman diagrams23–26,65to illustrate the
connection between the wave function and density ma
pathways that contribute to the signal. In Sec. II C we der
an expression for the CARS signal in the eigenstate basis
evaluate it assuming either a discrete set of final energy
els with narrow linewidths or a continuum of final levels, th
latter case corresponding to probing above the dissocia
threshold in the excited state.

A. Preliminaries

As a starting point, we consider the Hamiltonian of
molecule with two electronic states,g ande, coupled to an
electric field consisting of a sequence of laser pulses.
Hamiltonian is

Ĥ5Ĥmol1Ĥ int ~1!

with
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Ĥmol5(
n

ugn&^gnu\vgn1(
m

uem&^emu\vem, ~2!

where n and m are indices of the adiabatic rovibration
eigenstates of electronic potential surfacesg ande, respec-
tively. The pulses assume the form

E~ t !5(
i

Ei~ t !5e i~ t2t i !e
2 iv i (t2t i )1 iki•x, ~3!

where each pulse is centered at timet i , has carrier fre-
quencyv i , is incident at wave vectork i , and has a time
dependent envelope given bye i(t2t i). Within the rotating
wave approximation, the interaction of the molecule with t
field is given by

Ĥ int52m̂1E~ t !2m̂2E* ~ t !, ~4!

m̂15(
mn

uem&^gnummn , ~5!

m̂25~m̂1!†5(
mn

ugn&^emumnm , ~6!

wherem̂mn and m̂nm are matrix elements of the dipole mo
ment operator,mmn5^emum̂ugn&. The dipole raising and
lowering operators have been defined so thatm̂1Ei(t) pro-
motes a ket in the ground state to the excited state, co
sponding to absorption of light, andm̂2Ei* (t) demotes a ket
in the excited state to the ground state, corresponding
stimulated emission.

B. Spectroscopic pathways

The fundamental observable in most forms of nonlin
spectroscopy, including CARS, is the third order polariz
tion, P(3). First, we describe the terms that contribute to
polarization in a particular direction produced by a seque
of three pulses with different incident wave vectors, and th
we discuss how a single dynamical pathway is selected
the ~TD!2CARS pulse sequence.

In order to calculate the third order polarization, we st
with a perturbative expansion of the wave function,

uc~ t !&5uc (0)~ t !&1uc (1)~ t !&1uc (2)~ t !&1uc (3)~ t !&1¯ ,
~7!

where the wave function at each order is given iteratively

uc (n)~ t !&

5~ i\!21E
2`

t

dt8e2 iĤ mol(t2t8)/\Ĥ int~ t8!uc (n21)~ t8!&. ~8!

Through each succesive interaction with the field, the w
function acquires spatial dependencies associated with
of the pulses. So, for example, the first order wave funct
consists of the sum

uc (1)~ t !&5uck1

(1)~ t !&1uck2

(1)~ t !&1uck3

(1)~ t !&. ~9!

The spatial dependence of each portion of the perturba
wave function thus identifies the sequence of interacti
that it has undergone, marking a spectroscopic pathway.
higher order wave functions, the order of the wave vect
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denotes the time order of interactions with the field, so t
uck12k21k3

(3) (t)& is the wave function created by absorption

pulse 1, followed by stimulated emission of pulse 2, a
finally absorption of pulse 3. The same sequence on the
side gives the same wavevector dependence with the o
site sign.

We now examine the directionality of the third ord
polarization, which is the lowest order of polarization th
can reflect the spatial dependence of all three incident pul
and is the lowest order of polarization relevant to most for
of nonlinear spectroscopy. Neglecting molecular mome
above dipole order, the polarization of an ensemble of m
ecules is simply the ensemble average of the molecular
pole moment. Thus we may define the molecular polari
tion, P(t)[^c(t)um̂uc(t)&. The third order contribution to
the polarization is given by

P(3)~ t !5^c (0)~ t !um̂uc (3)~ t !&1^c (2)~ t !um̂uc (1)~ t !&1c.c.
~10!

The CARS signal is measured in the directionk12k21k3 .
In general, four terms may contribute to the third order p
larization in this direction,

Pk12k21k3

(3) ~ t !5^c (0)~ t !um̂uck12k21k3

(3) ~ t !&

1^c (0)~ t !um̂uck32k21k1

(3) ~ t !&

1^ck22k3

(2) ~ t !um̂uck1

(1)~ t !&

1^ck22k1

(2) ~ t !um̂uck3

(1)~ t !&1c.c. ~11!

This expression includes all possible time orderings of
three interactions. The second and fourth terms are obta
from the first and third terms by interchanging the roles
pulses 1 and 3.

The spectroscopic pathways that produce the third or
polarization in Eq.~11! may be depicted using double-side
Feynman diagrams,23–26,65as shown in Fig. 3. The four term
in Eq. ~11! give rise to the eight diagrams, which describe
possible resonant paths for a system with two electro
states. Two equivalent interpretations of the diagrams
possible here. In terms of the wave function description
have used above, the diagrams represent the sequence
and ket interactions as a function of time, which runs fro
bottom to top. By convention, the ket path is shown on
left, and the bra path is shown on the right. Each interact
is represented by an arrow pointing towards the line to in
cate absorption or away from the line to indicate emissi
The wave vector dependence acquired from each interac
is also indicated. The second interpretation comes from
realization that the bra and ket considered together at a g
time along the path constitute a portion of the density mat
which describes the state of the system. When all of
system degrees of freedom are treated explicitly, the w
function and density matrix treatments produce the same
servables, but the density matrix is more easily adapted
reduced dimensional treatments.24

The key difference between the wave function and d
sity matrix formulations ofP(3) lies in the time ordering of
the interactions occuring on the bra and ket sides. The
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. The resonant double-sided Feynman diagra
for P(3) in the directionk12k21k3 and their corre-
spondence with the wave function terms in Eq.~11!.
Only two electronic states are considered. The prim
indicate different rovibrational levels within an elec
tronic state.
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grams shown in Fig. 3 are fully time ordered with respect
both the bra and the ket interactions, while the terms app
ing in Eq. ~11! do not specify a time ordering between th
bra and the ket. This is the reason there are eight den
matrix pathways~corresponding to eight double-sided Fey
man diagrams!, but only four wave function pathways. A
shown in Fig. 3, the wave function terms involving one i
teraction on the ket side and two on the bra side encom
three density matrix pathways, with the ket interaction o
curring before, between, or after the two bra interactio
The two wave function terms involvinguc (3)(t)&, on the
other hand, each correspond to only a single density ma
pathway.

The goal of~TD!2CARS is to probe the dynamics of th
ground state wave packet created by the pump–dump
quence, which corresponds to the signal created by path
~a!. A ~TD!2CARS transient is measured by scanning
second time delay,t32, for a fixed value of the pump–dum
time delay,t21.5 Thus, the signal reflects the dynamics of t
system during the second evolution period of the diagram
Fig. 3. Half of the pathways evolve on the ground state, e
pathway~a! in ug8&^gu, while the other half evolve on the
excited state, e.g., pathway~b! in ue&^e8u. Even when none
of the pulses overlap, in which case only pathways~a! and
~b! survive, both ground and excited state dynamics cont
ute to the signal in the absence of an additional selec
mechanism.

There are two primary mechanisms for the enhancem
of ground state contributions to the~TD!2CARS signal, both
of which are most clearly understood in the frequency
main. Since the goal of~TD!2CARS is to create highly ex
cited vibrational wave packets on the ground state, we
assume that the frequency difference between the pump
dump pulses is large compared to the vibrational level sp
ing andkT, and furthermore that the pump and dump pu
bandwidths do not overlap. The first selective mechan
arises because all of the pathways involving the second o
Downloaded 20 Dec 2001 to 128.165.156.80. Redistribution subject to A
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wave function,c (2), require absorption of the dump puls
from the initial state. If the pump excitation is near the cen
of the electronic absorption band, then the cross section
absorption of the dump pulse will be very small, perha
zero if the frequency difference is large enough that exc
tion with the dump pulse is nonresonant. Furthermore,
effect of weak dump absorption is not effected by the pu
timing, since absorption always occurs from the initial sta
which is assumed to be stationary. On the other hand,
pump–dump time delay is used to optimize stimulated em
sion by the dump pulse, selectively enhancing the sig
from pathway~a!. Setting a nonzero pump–dump time del
also eliminates any contribution from pathway~e!, which
involves interactions with the pump, dump, and probe
reverse order, and contributes only when all three pul
overlap.

The second mechanism for selectivity is complement
to the first. All of the pathways involvingc (2) also require
stimulated emission by either the pump or probe pulses
lowing absorption by the dump pulse. As a result, the fi
state energy of the bra wave function is shifted from t
initial state energy by\(v32v2), as illustrated by the leve
diagram in Fig. 4~b!. As long as\(v32v2)@kT, there is no
population of initial states with energy high enough to u
dergo dump absorption and probe stimulated emission,
eliminating the pathways involvingc (2). Note that this sec-
ond mechanism is independent of the first and may ope
even when the dump absorption cross section is not ne
gible. Although in most CARS applications,v15v3 , the
above condition for selection of ground state dynamics
less restrictive, and it may be useful, as we discuss late
probe at frequencies lower than the pump.

C. The CARS signal

In this section we derive an expression for the third ord
polarization and CARS signal in the eigenstate represe
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion. As discussed above, under typical experimental co
tions for~TD!2CARS experiments, only pathway~a! makes a
significant contribution to the polarization. Thus, we write

P(3)~ t !'PCARS~ t ![^c (0)~ t !um̂uck12k21k3

(3) ~ t !&1c.c. ~12!

Applying the perturbation theory given by Eq.~8! to third
order, and using the Hamiltonian in Sec. II A, we find

PCARS~ t !5
2 i

\3 (
f jni

pim i f E
2`

t

dt3E
2`

t3
dt2E

2`

t2
dt1e2 iv f i (t2t3)

3@m f jE3~ t3!#e2 iv j i (t32t2)@m jnE2* ~ t2!#

3e2 ivni(t22t1)@mniE1~ t1!#1c.c., ~13!

where each term in the sum represents an amplitude for
ating polarization via the pathugi&→uen&→ug j&→ue f&, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. These paths are summed over the p
sible initial states weighted by the initial occupation pro
abilities, pi , which are determined from a Boltzmann dist
bution. During each period between interactions,
amplitude acquires a phase due to the frequency differe
between the currently occupied level and the initial lev
given byv f i5ve f2vgi , v j i 5vg j2vgi , etc. It is this phase
that causes oscillation in the CARS signal as each of
delay times is varied. In order to make explicit how the a
plitudes depend on the delay times between the pulse
ters, t215t22t1 and t325t32t2 , we substitute the pulse

FIG. 4. Energy level diagrams for the first two pathways in Fig. 3. The so
arrows indicate the ket path, while the dashed arrows indicate the bra
Diagrams for the remaining pathways are obtained by interchanging
labels 1 and 3, and for~b! by changing the position of the ket excitation t
be between or after the two bra interactions.

FIG. 5. Indices of the energy levels occupied along the CARS path.
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definitions given in Eq.~3! into Eq.~13! and change integra
tion variables to T5t2t3 ; Ti5t i2t i , i 51 – 3, which
yields

PCARS~T!5
2 i

\3 (
f jni

pim i f e
2 iv f iTe2 iv j i t32e2 ivnit21

3Gf jni~T!1c.c., ~14!

where

Gf jni~T!5E
2`

T

dT3 m f je3~T3!e2 i (v32v f j )T3

3E
2`

T31t32
dT2 m jne2* ~T2!ei (v22vn j)T2

3E
2`

T21t21
dT1 mnie1~T1!e2 i (v12vni)T1. ~15!

Gf jni(T) is a convolution of partial Fourier transforms of th
pulse envelopes at the difference between the carrier
quency of each pulse and the appropriate transition
quency along the path. The time delays between pulses
between the final pulse and detection enter only in the up
limits of the integrals, so that when these delay times
large,G becomes a product of individual Fourier transform

Gf jni~T@0!→m f j ē3~v f j !m jnē2* ~vn j!mniē1~vni!, ~16!

where

ē i~v!5E
2`

`

dte i~ t !e2 i (v i2v)t. ~17!

Equation~16! becomes an excellent approximation for puls
separated by more than a few pulse widths. In the simu
tions described in Sec. III, the CARS signal is evalua
numerically, so the main purpose of expressing the polar
tion in this form is to demonstrate that the primary effect
scanning the delay time between pulses 2 and 3 is to ad
phaseeiv j i t32 to each term in the polarization. The fact th
this phase depends on the frequencydifferencev j i , rather
than on the frequencyvg j alone, gives rise to the additiona
frequencies observed in the interference signal, as we
scribe below.

We may now write the polarization in the simple form

PCARS~T!5
2 i

\3 (
i f

piaf i~T!e2 iv f iT1c.c., ~18!

where

af i~T!5m i f (
jn

e2 iv j i t32e2 ivnit21Gf jni~T! ~19!

is the amplitude for the set of paths beginning in statei and
ending in statef . Measurement of these amplitudes, and
particular their dependence ont32 is the primary objective of
time-dependent CARS experiments.

The simplest method for detecting the CARS signal is
collect all of the light emitted in the CARS direction,k1

2k21k3 . This signal is given by

th.
e
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S5E
2`

`

dT uPCARS~T!u2

5
2

\6 (
i i 8, f f 8

pipi 8E
2`

`

dT af i~T!af 8 i 8
* ~T!e2 i (v f i2v f 8i 8)T,

~20!

where in the second line we have neglected the terms
the rapidly oscillating integrandei (v f i1v f 8i 8)T ~rotating wave
approximation!. The central feature of this expression is t
product of the two polarization amplitudes,af i(T) and
af 8 i 8(T), which gives rise to interferences between pa
with different initial and final levels. From Eq.~19! we have

af i~T!af 8 i 8
* ~T!5 (

nn8, j j 8
Gf jni~T!Gf 8 j 8n8 i 8

* ~T!

3e2 i (vnn82v i i 8)t21e2 i (v j j 82v i i 8)t32. ~21!

The complex exponentials in this expression are the prim
source of variation in the CARS signal when either of t
time delays between pulses is scanned. The oscillation
the CARS signal arise from the phase difference betw
two paths connecting initial and final states. During ea
propagation period, the accumulated phase depends on
frequency differences: the frequency difference between
levels occupied during that period on each of the two pa
and the frequency difference between the initial levels.
example, whent32 is scanned, the accumulated phase
e2 i (v j j 82v i i 8)t32, wherev j j 8 is a frequency difference in th
pump–dump wave packet, andv i i 8 is a frequency difference
between the initial levels. As discussed below, when the fi
states are discrete and well-separated, theiÞ i 8 and f Þ f 8
terms in the signal become negligible, leaving only contrib
tions from frequency differences in the pump–dump wa
packet. An example of the~TD!2CARS signal with final
states below the dissociation threshold is shown in Fig. 2~a!,
where the signal is plotted as a function of the dump-pro
delay time, t32. The dominant frequency componen
204 cm21, is the average energy spacing,v j j 8 , in the pump–
dump wave packet with an average vibrational quant
number^v&'7.

As also discussed below, contributions to the signal fr
interferences between pathways with different initial and
nal levels are observed when the final states lie in the c
tinuum, i.e., are above the dissociation threshold of the
cited state. Examples are shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. For
the 585/800/585 nm experiment@Fig. 2~c!#, the average fre-
quency difference in the pump–dump wave packet with
average vibrational quantum number^v&526 is about
180 cm21, while the average frequency difference in the in
tial thermal ensemble is about 210 cm21. According to Eq.
~21!, the lowest order interference terms occur fori 5 i 811
and j 5 j 8 at 210 cm21, i 5 i 811 and j 5 j 811 at 30 cm21,
and i 5 i 811 and j 5 j 812 at 150 cm21. These frequencies
match very well with those found in the Fourier transform
the experimental transient.

The fact that interference contributions can arise
tween paths with different initial levels is perhaps surprisin
since in a thermal ensemble there is no phase relation
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between the initial statesi and i 8. These initial states are
distinguishable in the quantum mechanical sense, and
may not interfere directly. The interferences in the CAR
signal, however, arise when thepolarizationsproduced by
two different pathways cannot be resolved in the freque
domain, i.e., when the differencev f i and v f 8 i 8 is much
smaller than the lifetime of the observed polarization. T
condition is embedded in Eq.~20! through the exponentia
term,e2 i (v f i2v f 8 i 8)T, that, in the absence of a decay mech
nism for theaf i(T), imposes the resonance conditionv f i

5v f 8 i 8 . It is also illustrative to express the CARS signal
the frequency domain as

S5(
i i 8

pipi 8E
2`

`

dvPi~v!Pi 8
* ~v!. ~22!

The i 5 i 8 terms in the sum are the integrated intensities
the polarizations arising from each initial level, and cons
tute an incoherent average over different initial states. T
iÞ i 8 terms come from the spectral overlap of polarizatio
from different initial states and are the interferences. Wh
the spectra of the polarizations consist of a set of narr
nonoverlapping lines, the interferences will be small, b
when the spectra of the polarizations are continuous
overlap and give rise to large interferences.

The label ‘‘polarization beats’’ has been used previou
to distinguish these types of interferences from those invo
ing coherent evolution of the quantum wave functio
‘‘quantum beats.’’24,47,66–68While quantum beats may origi
nate within a single molecule, the polarization beats are
tirely an intermolecular effect, since each molecule in a th
mal ensemble may be considered to be in a single in
state. Although polarization beats are generally assume
contain no dynamical information,24 the magnitude of these
interference terms is quite sensitive to how the system
probed; in particular, the density of final state energy leve
We now investigate two limiting cases that correspond w
with experimental conditions: first, when the final states
discrete and well-separated and second, when the final s
lie in a continuum.

1. Discrete set of final states

For all but the simplest potential and pulse shapes
CARS signal in Eq.~20! must be evaluated numerically be
cause of the complex time dependence of the amplitu
af i(T) during the probe pulse. After the probe pulse h
ended, however, the amplitudes are effectively constant,
it is then straightforward to evaluate the long time contrib
tions the the signal. Formally, we may define a cutoff tim
Tc , which will typically be a few pulse widths, and divid
the contibutions to the signal as

Stotal5S,1S. ~23!

with

S,5
2

\6 (
i i 8, f f 8

pipi 8E
2`

Tc
dT af i~T!af 8 i 8

* ~T!e2 i (v f i2v f 8 i 8)T,

~24!
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S.5
2

\6 (
i i 8, f f 8

pipi 8af iaf 8 i 8
* E

Tc

`

dT e2 i (v f i2v f 8 i 8)T, ~25!

where af i5 limT→` af i(T). It is instructive to consider the
possibility of interference contributions toS, , even though
we may see immediately that in the absence of dissipa
processes the total signal will be dominated byd function
spikes in S. that occur whenv f i5v f 8 i 8 . The products
af i(T)af 8 i 8

* (T) are functions that vary on the time scale
the pulse width, and hence have a width in frequency sp
comparable to the bandwidth of the probe pulse. Thus, p
of paths with frequency differences that are within the pro
pulse bandwidth will contribute to the signal at short time
and vibrational polarization interferences would be obser
if contributions from the short and long time signals could
separated.

In the gas phase the molecular polarization decays du
such processes as collisions, spontaneous emission,
dephasing of the molecular ensemble due to a distributio
velocities~Doppler broadening!. These processes effective
introduce a linewidth in the polarization spectrum, which
principle, if large enough could allow interferences to occ
Pastirket al.69 have recently measured dephasing of vibro
coherences between theX andB states of molecular iodine
in the gas phase, finding polarization lifetimes of about 2
ps over the temperatures 350–380 K, the range relevan
the ~TD!2CARS experiments. This lifetime includes both h
mogeneous and inhomogeneous decay mechanisms. S
this time scale is much longer than the approximately 100
time scale necessary to produce coherent vibrational ex
tion, it is reasonable to include the polarization decay only
S. . If we assume the polarization decays exponentially
e2gT, then

S.5
2

\6 (
i i 8, f f 8

pipi 8af iaf 8 i 8
* S e2 i (v f i2v f 8 i 8)Tc

2g1 i ~v f i2v f 8 i 8!
D . ~26!

The frequency difference in the denominator causes inter
ence terms to be small unless a substantial fraction of
quency differencesv f i2v f 8 i 8 contributing to the signal are
small compared withg. In other words, the interference
become an important contributor to the total signal o
when there is substantial overlap in the spectra arising f
different initial states. In the long lifetime limit, i.e., no spe
tral overlap, the signal becomes an incoherent sum over
tial and final states, Eq.~26!,

Slong5
1

g\6 (
i f

pi
2uaf i u2. ~27!

From Eqs.~26! and~27! it is clear that the long time contri
bution to the signal is inversely proportional tog, and hence
is much larger than the short time signal for typical gas ph
dephasing times.

A numerical example of the CARS signal for probe e
citation to a set of discrete final levels is shown in Fig.
Part ~a! shows the short time signal,S, , and its decompo-
sition into i 5 i 8 contributions andiÞ i 8 contributions. The
former, labeledSii , represents an incoherent averaging o
contributions to the polarization from different initial vibra
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tional states, and its Fourier transform contains only the
quencies of the vibrational level spacing in the pump–du
wave packet. The dominant component is due to the fi
difference,v j2v j 21 . Narrowing of the modulation depth
results from the distribution of level spacings in the wa
packet. The interference contributions, labeledSiÞ i 8 are
comparable in magnitude toSii and produce a strong low
frequency modulation of the total signal. The Fourier tran
form of SiÞ i 8 displays three primary peaks attributable
different combinations of level spacings in the initial sta
distribution and the pump–dump wave packet. The prim
beat frequency is approximately the difference between
average energy level spacing of initial states and the ave
spacing in the pump–dump wave packet. Part~b! of Fig. 6
shows the total CARS signal forS. evaulated using two

FIG. 6. ~TD!2CARS signal for probe excitation to a discrete set of fin
levels.~a! Short-time signal,S, , divided into contributions from paths with
the same initial vibrational level,Sii , and paths with different initial vibra-
tional levels,SiÞ i 8 . ~b! Total signal,Stotal5S,1S. , with S. computed
using two different exponential decay constants,g. The long lifetime limit
of the signal,Slong @see Eq.~27!#, is shown with dashed lines, but is indis
tinguishable fromStotal in the g51 ns21 case. Note the difference in th
scale of the signal between~a! and~b!; the contributions fromS. mask the
interferences inS. . The small auxiliary peaks in the Fourier transforms
Slong arise from resolution of the different energy level spacings in
pump–dump wave packet, not polarization interferences. The simula
parameters are for 551/604/551 nm excitation of I2 with 50 fs FWHM
Gaussian pulses at 360 K. See Sec. III and top panel of Fig. 10 for de
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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different values of the decay rateg. For a decay rate typica
of gas phase experiments,g51 ns21, the contribution ofS,

to the total signal is negligible, andS, makes only a very
modest contribution even for a very fast decay rate. In ad
tion, interference effects in the long time signal are too sm
to observe in both cases, andSlong @see Eq.~27!# is an excel-
lent approximation to the total signal. Thus, when the pro
excitation is to a discrete and well-separated set of final
els, the CARS signal is accurately described as an incohe
average over signals arising from different initial and fin
states. Finally, it should be noted that the double-pea
structure in the oscillations of the transients in Fig. 6~b! is
not observed in the oscillations ofS, . Karavitis et al. have
shown that this period doubling arises from passage of
pump–dump wave packet passing through the probe win
region twice during each oscillation period.38 The component
arising from passage through the region with positive m
mentum is effectively filtered in theS, because the fina
state wave packet with positive momentum does not retur
the Franck–Condon region for anti-Stokes emission until
ter the cutoff time.

2. Continuum set of final states

Probe excitation to the continuum above the molecu
dissociation threshold unmasks the polarization interferen
in the short-time signal. Physically, dissociation of the m
ecule insures that the long-time polarization is zero, since
polarization is the transition moment weighted overlap of
wave packet created by the probe with the initial state w
function @see Eq.~12!#. Formally, taking the continuum limi
of Eq. ~18!, we may write

PCARS~T!5
2 i

\3 (
i

pie
iv iTE

2`

`

dv fai~v f ,T!e2 iv fT1c.c.,

~28!

whereai(v f ,T) is the amplitude associated with going fro
statei to a final state in the continuum at energy\v f . The
CARS polarization in Eq.~28! appears as the inverse Fouri
transform of the transition amplitude distribution,ai(v f ,T),
whose bandwidth is determined by a convolution of the
citation pulse bandwidths. Hence, the polarization decay
zero after at most a few pulse widths and we can pickTc so
that S. is zero. Now, as before, the change inai(v f ,T)
during the pulse effectively couples paths with different i
tial and final states, leading to polarization interferences
the total signal, and these are no longer masked by a si
from after the pulse.

The square magnitude of the CARS polarization a
function of T andt32 is displayed for both a discrete and
continuum example in Fig. 7. The polarization in~a!, where
the final energy is below the dissociation threshold, con
ues at largeT values; whereas the polarization in~b!, above
the dissociation threshold, remains at zero after about 10
The pulses are Gaussian with a 50 fs full width half ma
mum.

Simulations of the particularly dramatic beats that ar
in the ~TD!2CARS experiments at high vibrational excit
tions are displayed in Fig. 8. TheSii contribution to the
signal show an average vibrational spacing of ab
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180 cm21, but is otherwise very similar to theSii transient
shown in Fig. 6 for the discrete level case. The largeSiÞ i 8
contributions also produce a strong beating in the total sh
time signal and give rise to the additional peaks in the F
rier transform spectrum with the assignments shown. T
transients from the discrete level and continuum case
amples are remarkably similar, but the key difference is t
S. vanishes in the continuum case, allowing the interf
ences to be observed. The disappearance of the long
contribution to the signal means that the total CARS inte
sity in the continuum case will be several orders of mag
tude smaller than in the discrete level case, as the simulat
demonstrate. The zero-background detection of the fo
wave mixing signal, however, permits detection of the mu
weaker signal. In principle, it would also be possible to me
sure the short time signal, even for discrete level probing,
time gating the CARS polarization in order to recover t
polarization interferences.

III. SIMULATION METHODS

Propagation of the time-dependent wave functions o
coordinate grid is a practical way of evaluating th

FIG. 7. Square magnitude of the~TD!2CARS polarization as a function o
the dump-probe time delay,t32 , and the time after the center of the thir
pulse, T. Contributions from all initial levels are added coherently. T
simulation parameters are the same as in~a! and ~b! of Fig. 9. In ~a!, final
states are below dissociation threshold, while in~b! they are above the
threshold.

FIG. 8. ~TD!2CARS signal for probe excitation to a continuum set of fin
levels. The simulation parameters are for 585/730/585 nm excitation of2 at
360 K, which produces a large change in the ground state level spacing
Sec. III and Fig. 9 for details.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~TD!2CARS signal numerically. Engel has developed
simple scheme for evaluating perturbative wave functio
iteratively51 and has recently applied this to calculate fem
second CARS and DFWM signals.47–50,53We follow essen-
tially the same method, but as discussed below, it is ne
sary to avoid some additional approximations made by th
workers in order to obtain the polarization beats in the CA
signal. We now briefly describe the wave packet calculati
and the relevant parameters used to obtain the results.

The nth order wave function is propagated forward
time using

uc (n)~ t1Dt !&5e2 iĤDt/\uc (n)~ t !&

2
i

\
DtV̂~ t1Dt !uc (n21)~ t1Dt !&, ~29!

whereV̂ is the perturbation anduc (n21)& is the wave func-
tion at ordern21. For calculation of nonlinear spectroscop
each spectroscopic path, consisting of a sequence of inte
tions with different field components, is computed as a se
rate wave function. For each wave function containingn
interactions with the field that contributes to the desired s
nal, there is a cost ofn wave packet propagations, althoug
there is some redundancy among the different terms that
tribute to the signal. In order to calculate all four terms in E
~11! that contribute to the third order polarization in th
CARS direction, a total of nine wave packet propagatio
must be performed. In all of the simulations reported he
we have computed all four terms in the third order polari
tion in order to check that the CARS term@pathway~a! in
Fig. 3# dominates the signal. For all of the experimental co
ditions we have simulated in this work, we have found nea
complete selectivity for this pathway.

For the simulations of the above threshold probe,
third order polarization is obtained numerically and in
grated to obtain the signal. The polarization decays rapidl
zero after the probe pulse, and therefore a propagatio
uc (3)(t)& for only a few pulse widths is sufficient. In simu
lations of the below threshold probe, it is impractical a
unnecessary to extend the wave packet propagation ove
duration of the polarization signal, which is infinite in th
absence of damping~nonzerog!. As long as the CARS path
way dominates the signal, the incoherent sum in Eq.~27! is
the most accurate and practical approach. The neces
componentsuaf i u2 are obtained simply by projecting the thir
order wave function onto the eigenfunction basis at a ti
after the third pulse has effectively ended, to compute

uaf i u25um f i u2ucf u2, ~30!

wherecf is the coefficient of the eigenfunctionf in the final
state wave function,uc (3)(t)&. In previous simulations, the
below threshold CARS signal was computed as an inco
ent sum over initial states with the polarization integrated
a few hundred femtoseconds, essentially one oscillation
riod of the final state wave packet.47–50,53In our simulations
we have found that this method results in a significant ph
shift of the CARS signal as a function oft32 when t21 is
nonzero.
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The single surface wave packet propagations, which c
respond to the first term on the right hand side of Eq.~29!,
are performed using the split operator method70 using fast
Fourier transforms to switch between position and mom
tum representations. A 256 point grid with a minimum a
maximum of 2.28 and 5.82 Å and a stepsize in time of 0.1
provide converged results for all of the calculations we
port here. The potential curves for theX and B state of I2
were the same as those used by Jonaset al.,71 who used a
high order interpolation scheme based on earlier R
potentials.72,73 The standard Morse potentials used in sim
lations of I2 dynamics give inaccurate level spacings for t
high vibrational states accessed in the experiments.
pulse envelopes in Eq.~3! are taken to be Gaussians of th
form,

e i~ t !5e0e2(t2t i )
2/2s2

, ~31!

wheres5FWHM/(2Aln 2) when FWHM is the full width at
half maximum of the pulseintensity. In all of the simula-
tions, FWHM is set to 50 fs. TheX to B state electronic
transition dipole moment was taken to be a constant func
of bond length. The productme0 was set to 731024 atomic
units, but is unimportant to the results, since only relat
intensities are reported. The remaining parameters,t21 and
the pulse carrier frequencies, are reported in the figu
showing the simulation results.

We have neglected the rotational degree of freedom
these calculations. At the experimental temperatures, h
dreds of intial rotational states are thermally populated, m
ing their inclusion in the simulation cumbersome. Rotation
degrees of freedom have been taken into account at var
levels of approximation in previous simulations of time d
main CARS transients.39,43,47,49,50Two primary effects have
been attributed to rotational degrees of freedom in time
main CARS and four-wave mixing in general.74–76 First,
there is a short-time transient due to rotational anisotro
that decays rapidly during the first 1–2 ps and is essenti
flat out to the rotational recurrence time, which may exte
to hundreds of picoseconds.75,76 This effect has been ob
served in both resonantly5,6,40,42,44 and nonresonantly39,43

probed time domain CARS in the gas phase and may
eliminated, at least for the case of coincident pump a
dump pulses, by using the magic angle polarizat
geometry.44 Second, there is a longer time modulation
decay of the signal due to vibration-rotation interactions76

which causes the nonresonantly probed CARS signal to
cay on a time scale of 5–10 ps.39,43This effect is also appar
ently observed in the~TD!2CARS transients in cases whe
there is large vibrational excitation and the probing is abo
the dissociation threshold@see Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!#, but is not
seen in the below threshold transients5,6,40,42,44@Fig. 2~a!#,
which suggests that polarization interference effects p
some additional role in the overall decay.

IV. COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT

The comparison between the simulated and experime
results is shown in Fig. 9. Figure 9~a! shows the~TD!2CARS
transient for excitation at 581/631/581 nm; for this set
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. Simulated and experimental~TD!2CARS tran-
sients and their Fourier transforms~inset! for I2 at 360
K. Pulse frequencies in~a! correspond to probing below
the B state dissociation threshold~wavy line!, while
those in~b! and~c! correspond to probing above thresh
old. The labels in the inset graphs give the peak po
tions in wave numbers.
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d at
excitation frequencies the final states accessed by the p
pulse lie well below the threshold for dissociation in theB
state. In this case the CARS polarization persists on a ti
scale that is very long compared to the pulse duration, a
as a result, there is no interference modulation of the sig
The basic periodicity of the signal corresponds to the aver
frequency difference between the vibrational levels po
lated in the pump–dump wave packet,^v j , j 21&. For the 581/
631 nm pump and dump, the average vibrational quan
number is about 8, and the corresponding frequency dif
ence is 204 cm21, which is the peak frequency present in t
Fourier transform of the simulated transient. The freque
peak in the experimental spectrum is at 205 cm21. The ex-
perimental signal shows a large peak at zero time, follow
by a decay over the first picosecond due to rotational ani
ropy. This decay shows up at low frequencies of betwe
6 and 12 cm21 in the Fourier transform spectrum, but is a
sent from the simulated transient, presumably due to the
glect of rotations. The simulated and experimental transie
both display oscillations at the primary vibrational frequen
maintaining a fairly constant average signal intensity a
the first picosecond. There is additional modulation of
simulated transient is due to anharmonicity and the exc
tion of more than two vibrational levels in the pump–dum
wave packet. The additional modulation of the experimen
signal differs from that of the simulation, possibly because
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vibration-rotation interactions and differences between ide
ized pulse shapes in the simulations and the actual pulse
the experiments.

Figures 9~b! and 9~c! show the~TD!2CARS transient for
excitation at 585/730/585 nm and 585/800/585 nm, resp
tively. In contrast to Fig. 9~a!, the pulse frequencies in Figs
9~b! and 9~c! correspond to probing above the dissociati
threshold for I2 in theB state. Prominent beats now appear
the transients at frequencies of about 20 cm21 in ~b! and
30 cm21 in ~c!. These beats shift to higher frequency as t
amount of vibrational excitation is increased, and disp
complete modulation of the signal, i.e., the amplitude dec
to near zero between the beats. The simulations accura
capture the beating and the distinctive structures of the t
sients, and there is excellent agreement in the positions o
transient oscillations for the full duration of the experimen
signal~4–5 ps!. The beats are particularly strong in Fig. 9~b!
and 9~c! because the two initial vibrational levels,v51 and
2, contribute almost equally to the signal. Both the simula
and experimental transients decay between successive b
but the experimental decay is much faster, possibly due
combination of vibration-rotation interactions and interfe
ence among the polarizations arising from different init
rotational levels.

The Fourier transforms of the~TD!2CARS transients are
shown in the insets of Fig. 9. Discrete peaks are observe
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. Simulated and observed sig
nals for below and above threshol
probing of a ground state wave packe
with approximately the same vibra
tional excitation.
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the frequencies predicted by Eq.~21!. There is a peak at the
primary difference frequency,̂v j , j 21&, which is 190 and
181 cm21 for ~b! and~c!, respectively. The highest frequenc
peak occurs at about 212 cm21 in both cases, and is just th
average vibrational spacing in the initial ensemble,^v i ,i 21&.
The primary frequency responsible for the beating occur
the difference of these two frequencies,^v i ,i 212v j , j 21&,
which is 23 cm21 in ~b! and 30 cm21 in ~c!. Small peaks also
occur at^v j , j 222v i ,i 21&, which corresponds to about 17

and 150 cm21 in ~b! and ~c!, respectively.
To test our interpretation of the vibrational polarizatio

beats, additional experiments and simulations were
formed where the amount of vibrational excitation in t
ground state was held fixed, while the energy of the pro
wave packet was set to be either below or above the di
ciation threshold. Figure 10 shows the experimental a
simulated transients. Further details about the experime
setup can be found in Refs. 5 and 6. Theory predicts
there should be no vibrational interferences in the transie
from below threshold probing, and no beating is observed
either the simulations or experiment. The simulated trans
is very similar to the one shown in Fig. 9~a!, except that the
primary frequency is shifted slightly lower~about 203 cm21!
because of the slightly higher vibrational excitation. The e
perimental transient is also similar to the one shown in F
9~a!, except that there is a larger contribution from the s
ond harmonic of the primary frequency at early times, an
significant decay of the signal between about 5 and 10
Only one significant peak near the primary vibrational f
quency of 205cm21 is observed. Theory predicts that vibr
tional interferences should occur in the transients with ab
threshold probing, and indeed significant beating is obser
in both the simulations and the experiments~lower panels of
Fig. 10!. According to the theory, the frequency of the vibr
tional beating should bêv i ,i 212v j , j 21&, which is about
7 – 9 cm21, corresponding to a period of between 3.5 and
ps. In the experiment the peak corresponding to^v i ,i 21&
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occurs at 210 cm21 and the period of the beats correspon
to about 5.5 cm21. The triplet structure of the Fourier trans
formed experimental transient~lower right! near the primary
frequency is quite similar to those observed in Figs. 9~b! and
9~c!. By comparison, the amount of interference in the sim
lated transient~lower left! is much smaller, resulting in a
nonuniform modulation of the primary oscillation. A sma
peak near 9 cm21 is found in the Fourier transform, but ther
is only a faint hint of the triplet structure in the spectru
near the primary frequency. The reason the vibrational in
ferences are small in the simulation is that the polarizat
from the initial vibrational levelv50 dominates the signal
Further simulations of the fully including rotational effec
are needed account for the differences between the simu
and experimental transients.

Figure 11 displays experimental and simulated transie
for pulse frequencies of 525/800/525 nm. Note that althou
the probe pulse is above the dissociation threshold, the b
have effectively disappeared. In fact, the experimental tr
sient in Fig. 11 looks remarkably similar to the below thres
old probe transients in Figs. 9 and 10. The disappearanc
the beats is now a consequence of thepump frequency: at
pump wavelengths shorter than about 530 nm, the amplit
for the initial excitation to theB state is dominated byv
50, effectively eliminating the interference contribution
from other vibrational states. The Stokes shift of 6550 cm21

is the largest obtained using~TD!2CARS so far, creating a
vibrational wave packet about 50% of the way up to t
dissociation limit. There is reasonably good agreement
tween the simulated and observed signals after the deca
the rotational anisotropy. The decay in the amplitude of
cillation in the simulation is due to the large anharmonic
of the ground state potential at such a high excitation ene
It is also notable that the experimental transient does
decay appreciably after the first picosecond, in sharp cont
to the other experimental above-threshold transients w
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 11. Elimination of polarization
beats by tuning pump and probe t
higher frequencies. The pump–dum
wave packet haŝv&'34.
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large vibrational excitation shown in Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!.
While the 525 nm pump excition selectively excites a sin
vibrational level, many rotational levels are still excited, a
one might expect polarization interferences arising from d
ferent initial rotational states to cause a decay of the sig
Once again, additional simulations including rotation will
needed to determine to account fully for the observed
nals.

The suppression of the polarization beats described
the previous paragraph does not continue as the pump
probe are further increased, because the probe excitation
comes nonresonant as the final probe states move to h
energies above the dissociation threshold. Already for 5
800/515 nm excitation, the CARS pathway becomes
weak to observe, and the experimental signal is domina
by a pathway involving excitation to theB state and lower
lying A state, respectively, by the first two pulses.6 Perhaps a
more robust, way to suppress the beats would be to u
lower probe frequency to keep the final excitation below
dissociation threshold, or, alternatively, to tune the probe
frequency in resonance with a third electronic state. Both
these possibilities are experimentally challenging, howe
and we leave them for future investigation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that vibrational polarizat
beats may arise in~TD!2CARS when the excited wav
packet produced by the pump–dump sequence is pro
above theB state dissociation threshold. In previous tim
domain CARS experiments on I2,

40,42,44,45the wave packet
was probed resonantly, with the final states lying below
the B state dissociation threshold, and hence no vibratio
polarization beats were observed. In the experiments
Knopp et al.,5,6 when the energy of the pump–dump excit
tion was increased, the probe step created a wave pa
above the dissociation threshold, leading to a very short
larization lifetime and strong vibrational polarization beat

Our theoretical description of the vibrational polarizati
beats indicates that this effect arises exclusively from in
molecular effects, i.e., interferences between polarization
different molecules. These interferences between the po
izations on different molecules average to zero when the
larization lifetimes are long enough to resolve the individu
contributions arising from different initial and final states47

e.g., for probing in the discrete region of the spectrum.
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terference effects become large, however, when the pola
tion lifetime is short, such as when the molecule is prob
above the excited state dissociation threshold. Numer
simulations verify this theoretical description and demo
strate that vibrational polarization beating accounts nea
quantitatively for the unusual transients that were obser
in the experiments. We have also shown that a requirem
for the beats is the thermal population of more than o
initial vibrational states, and that the beats may be elimina
through selective excitation of a single initial vibration
state. A more general approach to eliminate the beats m
be to lower the probe frequency so that the final excitat
remains below the excited state dissociation threshold.
analytical theory, as well as the simulations, show that
CARS polarization persists for the entire radiative lifetime
dephasing time of the excited state, which in the gas phas
approximately a nanosecond. This long polarization has
cently been observed experimentally in the elegant exp
ments of Zadoyan and Apkarian,45,46 who time-resolved the
CARS polarization produced in I2 using the same pulse fre
quencies as Schmittet al.42 and observed rotational cohe
ences up to 100 ps after the probe excitation.

Resonantly probed gas phase CARS thus offers the
sibility of tuning the polarization lifetime and the resultin
interference effects by adjusting the frequency of the pro
excitation. Since the polarization lifetime in inherently sho
in nonresonantly probed four-wave mixing, intermolecu
polarization interferences will always occur. In resonant co
densed phase four-wave mixing the polarization lifetime
limited by the electronic dephasing time. Polarization int
ferences involving different initial vibrational states ma
thus provide a sensitive measure of the electronic depha
time in condensed phases.

The utility of intermolecular, or macroscopic, interfe
ence in nonlinear spectroscopy and potentially optimal c
trol of chemical reactions has recently been emphasized
Lozovoy et al.,61 who used phase matching conditions
separate the microscopic and macroscopic contribution
the signal in various FWM experiments on I2 vapor. They
have suggested that modulation of the sample polariza
though macroscopic effects~polarization interferences! may
act as an important ‘‘control knob’’ in addition to micro
scopic interferences. Whether polarization interferenc
such as those discussed here, can be exploited as a m
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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nism for controlling chemical reactions is an important, a
as yet unanswered, question.

While the present study has emphasized the useful
of ~TD!2CARS as an effective spectroscopic tool, the sa
experiments may be viewed from a different perspective
active control of chemical bond breaking. The first two ste
in the ~TD!2CARS pulse sequence, with their variable tim
delay, correspond exactly to the pump–dump approach
active control of chemical bond breaking.7–10,13–15Early ex-
ploration of the pump–dump scheme indicated, that altho
control of bonding breaking via pump–dump is possible
principle, some variations on the scheme would be requ
to make it viable for most molecules.8,77,78The reason is tha
the scheme exploits energy picked up by the wave packe
the excited electronic state to break bonds in the ground e
tronic state. Since excited state bond strengths are norm
significantly weaker than those in the ground state, it is
generally possible to pick up enough energy in the exc
state to break a ground state bond. If, however, the role
ground and excited states were to be reversed, i.e., if
could somehow pump to the ground electronic state, pre
ing a highly excited vibrational wave packet on the grou
state, and then ‘‘dump’’ to the excited state, one would be
a position to use the large ground state energies accumu
by the wave packet to break the weaker excited s
bonds.79 A convenient way to achieve this reversal of t
ground and excited states is by a three pulse, pump–du
pump sequence, in which the wave packet is first pumpe
the excited state, dumped back to the ground state, an
nally repumped to the excited state.78 This pump–dump–
pump sequence is precisely the~TD!2CARS experiment in-
troduced by Knoppet al.5,6 and analyzed here. The potenti
for active control is obscured in I2, since there is only one
bond, but we believe that this potential should become
parent in future studies on polyatomic molecules. In pr
ciple, ~TD!2 CARS may be capable of producing controllab
excited state dissociation in polyatomics, at the same t
that it produces a robust, background-free, directional sig
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